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OVERCOME YOUR SECURITY HURDLES

COMPREHENSIVE ASSET COVERAGE

Thoroughly scan and test your APIs including Swagger 
(Open API), GraphQL and SOAP endpoints for security flaws

Create scripted routes that model user journeys and 
complete multistep flows through complex web 
applications to crawl a much larger application footprint

Dynamic fuzzing technology allows visibility of the true and 
deeper attack surface

Powerful DAST testing coupled 
with hourly updates from our 
VulnFeed service enables you 
to protect your Internal and 
External assets from zero-days 
and 100,000+ known security 
flaws

The AppCheck scanner not only 
detects DAST and VulnFeed 
issues but also actively identifies 
other vulnerabilities and 
security misconfigurations that 
could be exploited by hackers 
to compromise your systems 
and data

No limits, no boundaries. Our first-principles approach to vulnerability detection works 
across all platforms and frameworks. Scan APIs, SPAs, infrastructure, and modern web apps 
effortlessly.

AppCheck is designed to cover and test each layer of an organisation’s key IT systems for 
vulnerabilities, in one seamless and intuitive solution, providing up to the minute coverage of 
your whole estate.
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APPCHECK BENEFITS

UNCOVER VULNERABILITIES OTHER TOOLS MISS

SCALABLE SOLUTIONS FOR ALL SIZES

Detect hidden issues which can only be 
identified through advanced out-of-band 
detection techniques

Automated detection of vulnerabilities 
often thought to require manual 
penetration testing, such as Insecure 
Direct Object Reference (IDOR)

Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) gathers 
information that can be seeded into the 
assessment process

Beyond using a database of static 
signatures of known vulnerabilities, the 
AppCheck platform applies rigorous 
testing methodologies by sending 
payloads to tease out previously unknown 
weaknesses mirroring methods utilised by 
penetration testers.

AppCheck adapts to growing teams, expanding 
estates, new technologies and business challenges. 
Whether you are scanning 1 or 1,000 applications or 
hosts, discover and manage the latest security flaws 
like a team ten times the size.

Each licence offers unlimited scans and unlimited 
users so you can share findings across all teams and 
scale as you grow

Save hundreds of hours of precious resource and 
focus on those projects you’ve been meaning to get 
around to

Link with your existing development tools or use our 
open API for complex builds as you grow
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MORE EFFICIENT APPLICATION SECURITY

ADAPTABLE REPORTING & MONITORING

Detailed reports listing the potential impact, a 
technical narrative detailing how the flaw was 
detected and detailed remediation advice

Deliver automated vulnerability testing 
through your build servers such as MS Azure 
DevOps, Jenkins and Team City

Safe exploitation of vulnerabilities to 
demonstrate impact and reduce false positives

Group scans into one report for visibility of individual 
users or entire departments

Assign and prioritise vulnerability remediation to 
nominated members of your team

Whether you just want to run a quick scan or are a 
power user who needs ultimate control, AppCheck 
allows complete flexibility

Add automation to your application security processes to enable your security team to 
focus on what matters.

Quickly identify areas that need improving as well as 
where you’re winning. All the information you need to 
stay on top of your security posture.
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YOU’RE COVERED WITH SUPPORT

A FREE TRIAL SCAN TO PROVE RESULTS

Constantly updated AppCheck online support platform 
and FAQ’s

Dedicated Client Services Executive with quarterly 
account reviews

Scan configuration guidance and configuration 
assistance

Pre-sales support to help you configure 
the trial scan

Complete scan with all plug-ins

Full report for you to keep

Access to technical support for 
remediation guidance

SLAs are our priority. With a current G2 rating of 9.8 out of 10 and a Customer Satisfaction rating 
of 98%, AppCheck’s UK-based Support are on hand for any queries or guidance customers may 
have when using AppCheck. As well as quality support, our customers can expect:

Free scan for your most critical assets to 
showcase our results.
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Test us against any vendor with a free vulnerability assessment

Give us a try: www.appcheck-ng.com/free-trial


